
Canadian School of Naturotherapies
Announces First Of Their Kind Online Courses

OTTAWA-GATINEAU, CANADA, November 8, 2013

/EINPresswire.com/ -- The specific courses in Reiki,

Intuitive Counseling and Energy Therapies are the first of

their kind online in Canada, for those who love working

with energy and intuition, wanting to improve their lives

and the lives of others.

http://www.canadiannaturotherapies.com/

Cheryl Driskell, CEO at the Canadian School of

Naturotherapies and Spiritual Development (CSNSD),

knows that students invest thousands of hours and

millions of dollars every year for quality personal and

professional development, and the Canadian Naturotherapies School is proving that delivering

science melded with spiritual and health awareness is a desirable, new and fascinating path for

many. 

The CSNSD trains individuals driven towards energy awareness, higher consciousness, health

and wellness, willing to make sincere contributions to their community using their wisdom heart

and mind. Ms. Driskell explains “We want to bring Naturotherapies into the everyday

communities, so we are ensuring the high-quality education of our students to make this

happen.”

Some of the online courses offered by the CSNSD cover “Reiki Level I”, “Intuitive Development

Level I”, “Energy Nutrition” to claim your healthy frequency, principles and practices of “Energy

Therapies”, and “Qi-Gong: Sounds and Emotions of the Organs” to clean the organs and release

emotions, depression and anxiety. More and more courses are being created.  Naturotherapy,

Personal Growth and Spiritual Teacher's from around the World can also host their classes with

us following a peer review.

And Ms. Driskell adds “Our community members are busy and needing training in time frames

that suit their immediate needs... so online training is the welcome and supportive answer to the

aware person seeking specialized Naturotherapy training.” Online Certificate courses are

available, which can be used later towards the Diploma of Registered Integrative Naturotherapist

R.I.N.
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The “Be in Your Heart” Training is joining the school online this December 11, 2013. For further

information on the courses visit http://www.canadiannaturotherapies.com/

About 

The Canadian School of Naturotherapies and Spiritual Development (CSNSD) was founded in

2013 by individuals with Naturotherapy backgrounds who are dedicated to ensuring that the

greater population have access to additional therapies that can be integrated with existing

health practices to meet the demands of citizens seeking support in an already over-burdened

health-care system. http://www.canadiannaturotherapies.com/

Press release courtesy of Online PR Media:  http://bit.ly/1cJ1qbp
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